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FROM MACRO TO MESO AND NANO MATERIAL FAILURE. QUANTIZED COHESIVE MODEL FOR FRACTAL CRACKS

MICHAEL P. WNUK
Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics
College of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Abstract. A discretization procedure for the cohesive model of a fractal crack requires that all pertinent entities describing the influence of the cohesive stress that restrains opening of the crack, such as effective stress intensity factor, the modulus of cohesion, extent of the end zone and the opening displacement within the high-strain region adjacent to the crack tip are re-visited and replaced by certain averages over a finite length referred to as either “unit step growth” or “fracture quantum”. Thus, two novel aspects of the model enter the theory: (1) degree of fractality related to the roughness of the newly created surface, and (2) discrete nature of the propagating crack. Both variables are shown to increase the equilibrium length of the cohesive zone. At the point of incipient fracture this length becomes the characteristic material length parameter $L_c$. Novel properties of the present model provide a better insight and an effective tool to explain multiscale nature of fracture process and the associated transitions from nano- to micro- and macro-levels of material response to deformation and fracture. These multiscale features of any real material appear to be inherent defense mechanisms provided by Nature.